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ENTER-CFA LEVEL 2 BOOKS TORRENT Schweser CFA Level 2 Video 16CDs - Working Book 2012 Schweser CFA Level 2 Study Notes 2012 Schweser CFA Level 2 Bank 2012 Schweser CFA Level 2 Practice Exams 2. CFA Level 2 - Corporate Finance (2020) Udemy Free Download. Master of the corporate finance program for the
CFA Level 2 exam in 2020!. This course is written by the very popular author of Udemy ProfEd Academy. It was last updated on June 16, 2020. The language of this course is English. This course is housed in the Business, Finance and CFA categories at Udemy.There are more than 4,821 people who have already enrolled in CFA Level
2 - Corporate Finance (2020), making it one of the very popular courses on Udemy. You can download the course for free from the download link below. It has a rating of 4.3, given to 273 people, thus also making it one of the best rated courses in Udemy.The Udemy CFA Level 2 - Corporate Finance (2020) Free Download also includes 8
hours on-demand video, 4 articles, 17 downloadable resources, full life access, access to mobile and TV, Appointments, Certificate completion and more. What will I learn? If you're wondering what you're going to learn or what things this course will teach you before free downloading CFA Level 2 - Corporate Finance (2020), then here are
some things: Capital BudgetingCapital StructureDividends and share buybacks: ESG's analysis of corporate governance and other considerations in investment analysisMergers and acquisitionsWhat do I need? These are very few things that you need first before you can download for free CFA Level 2 - Corporate Finance (2020): Are
you a CFA Level 2 exam candidate (or passed the CFA Level 1 exam) Students ideally have prior knowledge of the value of time money (present value, discounts, NPV, IRR)Financial calculator (I use Texas BA II Plus) will be necessary to read on Capital Budget Is this course right for me? If you're still confused whether you should
download the CFA Level 2 - Corporate Finance (2020) or is it the course you're actually looking for, then you should know what this course is best for: Those taking the CFA Level 2 Exam in 2020Team who want to learn the intermediate level of corporate financeCourse Description Cfa exams are rescheduled for December 2020, now you
have more time to study! Preparing for the CFA Level 2 exam in 2020 with 100% confidence! The course covers the corporate financial program in detail, so you will have a full understanding when addressing this section in the exam. ONCE YOU'VE COMPLETED THIS COURSE, YOU NO LONGER HAVE TO STUDY IN A TEXTBOOK
(OR ANY OTHER SOURCE)! Weight of the exam: 5% - 10%Syllabus:Capital Budget Capital StructureAnalysis of dividends and share buybacks of corporate management and others ESG Investment Investment and acquisitionsWhat you get Buying this course: Detailed coverage of the curriculum, taught by our experienced CFA
program.support instructors in the WA forum (course related to issues) from our instructors.the confidence to nail this topic in the exam! The speed of torrent downloads can be slow due to the very low number of seedlings, we strongly recommend that you use a direct link for a quicker download. If you use a torrent, then kindly seed as
much time as possible. Spirit stallion cimarron HD movie download. : Spirit: Stallion Cimarron (2002) BluRay 720p 550MB History: How a wild stallion travels across the borders of the Old West, He befriends a young man and finds true love with the mare Info: 24 May 2002 (USA) Animation Adventures Comedy Ratings: 6.7/10 Directors:
Kelly Asbury, Lorna Cook Stars: Matt Damon, James Cromwell, Daniel Studios Nominated at 1 Oscar.Schweser Cfa Level 2 Video Download Torrent PcSchweser Video 2 Schweser CFA Level 2 Video 16CDs - Workbook 2012 Schweser CFA Level 2 Study Notes 2012 Schweser CFA Level 2 sbank. Don't mess around when it comes to
your CFA exam training program. Just use Schweser. The CFA LEVEL II exam program is often considered the most challenging of the three CFA exams due to the integration of those higher expectations of analytical skills and the format of the set of subjects. January 7, 2018Picktorrent: cfa level 2 2018 schweser video classes - Free
search and download torrents in the search engine. Download music, TV shows, movies, anime, software and more. Cfa Level 2 2018 schweser video classes - Search and download. Request Download links to premiumwarezstore@gmail.com CFA 2017 Level 2 Platinum Package Torrent Download CFA 2017 Level 2 Platinum Torrent
Package Torr CFA 2017 Level 2 Platinum Package Torrent.CFA Level 2 Training Material 2018 Free DownloadHello Students, We are pleased to announce that you can now download CFA Level 2 Training Material 2018 Free Download by simply clicking on the download link below at the end of this post. CFA Level 2 Learning Material
2018 Free download will help you prepare for upcoming exams and you can get high grades in exams. Everyone wants to pass exams on the first attempt, and for this you need to study different books publishers, do past work and do not forget to read the reports of examiners. CFA Level 2 Training Material 2018 Free Download will also
help you in your research and you can go through the first attempt. Click on the link below; In addition, CHECK THESE MATERIALS We hope that this CFA training material will help you in your studies and please continue to visit and share our site with friends so they can get the benefit of this site. ALSO, CHECK THESE
MATERIALSSchweser Cfa Level 2 Video Download Torrent PcClick link link Below; (Visited 6,197 times, 7 visits today) AuthorPostTopicdon't use schweser! BrianBury@2003-07-24 19:01:56Guys/Gals- I used Schweser last year. It was very thorough, but kind of thrown together. The videos were pretty well presented, but not always
followed by books. Schweser online was OK, but in the end I kind of doubted whether the answers they were giving were correct or not. I went to a Stall seminar in April, and although their workshop wasn't great (given Bob Stall himself), their books and software were very, very useful. P.S. Stalla/JKE exam sample was one of the most
useful materials. Full disclosure: (I went pretty firmly and didn't see Schweser notes) Brian chirag@2003-07-25 15:07:29Why do you say that? are they not the best of a bad bunch? Greg@2003-07-29 18:59:09 I used Schweser's notes and took Schweser's courses, and I failed. I felt that the questions on the exam were much more difficult
than in the schweser prep materials.drcfa@2003-07-30 11:41:40same here... but I wouldn't blame Schweser alone. AIMR advised (!) to use text books and use these notes as a sweetness. The way AMIR wrote the questions, just one schweser's note is never enough. To drill inside materials maybe we have to go through the books ...
Good luck to all those who are planning the next round. Chris@2003-08-07 14:09:51 I certainly agree with drcfa. Just wondering if there will be any people who will still use Schweser when there is a good research site here for free. I spend hours comparing notes 2 but can't really tell any big difference. Level2Guy@2003-09-09 08:45:09In
the beginning of this year I checked Schweser 2002 from a friend and I feel that they are too compressed. In addition, cfacenter notes are better written.betsy@2003-09-23 04:43:11 Schweser's problem is that the notes lack exercise, which drastically reduces its quality and effectiveness. Their online package is a complete
garbage.bnb@2003-10-02 04:03:20Stop to talk about them. it's frustrating to even read their name here in this post. We've got enough to worry about. There are more than enough good providers of research notes. Who cares about Schweser. That's enough. HPzz@2003-10-02 11:57:27 I have a friend who attended the schwezer cfa
course last year. He told me that more than half of his classmates fell exam.kevin@2004-02-15 11:12:34This a great idea to buy Schweser. I passed LI with tutorials and schwezer notes (along with cfacenter practice exams). Schweser's notes were helpful in a limited sense as they gave me a brief summary of what was authorized by
AIMR reading. But for the amount of money Schweser charges, you better combine cfacenter with books. Schweser notes too skimpy for $350. Kevinphotoshop@2004-04-06 06:40:42Yeah, I also think exercise too easily. I can get full full with this!salma@2004-04-23 17:19:26Schweser gets a bad reputation, but I know a lot of people who
love them. Their notes are not as complete (they don't give detailed explanations) and seem to be concise (mainly because I think they suggest that you know the information, or have had some knowledge about it in the past), I think their videos are great. I don't think it really matters what you have, its really the amount of time you study
and the effort that you put into it. If two people using schweser and cfacenter both study for 200 hours, they will have the same chance of passing. Stoyan@2004-10-03 08:31:09 I used Schweser for the CFA LEVEL exam and passed it. Schweser can only be useful if you have solid financial and accounting backgrounds because it's just a
review and there aren't many detailed explainations.shishan@2004-10-08 23:14:59Schweser's typeset always made me feel tired, why can't they just print clearly?! hell, in our country, there are several kinds of research notes that we can choose from! Nevil1@2004-10-25 20:22:12Y passed the first level in June. I read the notes. I felt they
were too compressed. Practice questions online was too easy. DirtyHarry@2004-11-08 23:24:47Y agree with Stoyan. Schweser doesn't explain to the end. So, anyone reading it should have previous experience in finance or accounting and economic.wassup@2004-11-11 16:37:44i do not think what a problem schweser.if you don't put in
a lot of diligence and dedication no course provider can save you concepts.tinaa@2005. Many people will fail. Some used Schewser, some Stall, some analystnotes, some go through all the readings. Many failures will blame the notes. I've even heard people blame the necessary course materials (i.e. they weren't well written, the exam
didn't reflect the readings, etc., etc.). I passed all three exams in a row. I also attended some (expensive) courses for the sake of getting some human conact - but they were pretty lame. I agree with what happened - it's hard to learn! And if you can't do that, he shouldn't have be.surya@2005-01-21 01:57:33 I used Schweser Notes only as
a starter. I relied on textbooks and practical exams to clear Level I in December 2005. You can't expect to clear the CFA by studying Schweser's reference notes or anything else.enrisa@2005-01-25 05:49:20I used Schweser notes for my L1 exam. My sad story! I sat behind the CFA L1 twice, and both times, I failed. Although I'm not here
to Schweser notes that poor and so on, I attribute my inability to pass the exam in both cases to two main factors, i.e. the time spent preparing the exam and my education. I work at an investment bank and I easily spend at least 12 hours a day in the office!! At worst, I even clock the same number of hours (or more) on weekends. So I
hardly time to flick through the notes, not to mention understand the concept! Second, I'm not an accounting/financing major. He graduated from the university with a degree in Marketing management and information systems. As in the world I found myself in an investment bank crunching numbers and evaluating loan offers is a different
story all along. Razmataaz@2005-01-30 10:00:14 I passed the first level of the CFA exam in December 2004 on the first attempt. Using only so scary Schweser notes and analystnotes mock exams! I found the notes to be helpful even though there were plenty of room for improvement. I thought the practical exams made by Schweser
were not tough enough, the explanations for some of the answers certainly could have been better. And I had to do so many corrections in the notes. it was disappointing as I had to check Schweser's website daily. Schweser has been posting updates and fixes in notes until the very last day! The real exam was TOUGH. I went into the
exam room confidently, but left concerned. Thank God I ended up in passing. Bottom line: Study hard, try to study everything in the notes, not too disappointed with the coursework of suppliers or material, and perhaps. Just maybe. You're going to :). Just don't lose focus!fleur@2005-02-21 20:09:34Schweser is not very well structured, and
if faced with a choice again for level 2 notes, I would like to do another choice.sengerb@2005-03-02 09:59:33This are not a matter of correct research material, but time to spend infront books and a little bit of luck as well. If you start early enough and you spend aprox 10 to 15 hours a week this should be enough. Analystnotes are great to
get a quick overview of. but do the questions in the tutorial as well. after all, know your ethics and you won't fail! Jen217@2005-03-26 02:51:55 Sounds like a lot of whining here. I agree with tinaa. Yes, nothing is perfect, but don't blame the research notes that you're not passing. The test was not done for everyone. All you can do is learn
and work hard.vt96@2005-04-03 00:57:33flash! I blam jen217 and tinaa for all my failures. Just kidding. good luckbenancy@2005-08-01 11:51:15 so I want to know which note is the best and where I can buy a tutorial and practice question that I really need you guys help. thanks ilic26@2005-09-09 18:01:20 can anyone help me with this?
I have a schweser research notes, and research notes from this site, is that good enough for me to pass the Grade I exam at DEC 2005? Please!jepot@2005-09-26 23:15:46It's my second attempt for level 1...I'll try to use analystnotes for practical exams. I hope that timePinoyquant@2005-10-11 20:24:33Is there's anyone here who will to
me a PDF copy of the seamstresses study notes? I want to see how bad it is. I'm going to sit on the Level 1 exam in June. I read someone on this thread bought it but just left it in the parking lot to collect dust. The man meowing here would be happy there's that garbage. my email culturedquant@gmail.comPinoyquant-2005-10-11
20:42:48We're here anyone here who will send me a PDF copy of the schwester study notes? I want to see how bad it is. I'm going to sit on the Level 1 exam in June. I read someone on this thread bought it but just left it in the parking lot to collect dust. A meow man here would be happy to have this garbage. my email
culturedquant@gmail.comPinoyquant'2005-10-11 20:43:27We're here anyone here who will send me a PDF copy of the schwester study notes? I want to see how bad it is. I'm going to sit on the Level 1 exam in June. I read someone on this thread bought it but just left it in the parking lot to collect dust. A midiant man here would be happy
to garbage.maverick@2006-01-19 23:57:08I don't think it's particularly responsible to blame anyone but yourself if you fail. I failed. I read Schweser Notes and AnalystNotes, which I found of a similar quality, took questions at the end of the lessons and did most of the questions in the book. Schweser had a lot of how to calculate certain
things. The real questions that I thought were much less about calculations and more about the causes and effects of directed answers, etc. Just my opinion, but I'll stay away from Schweser for my next attempt at L1 in June. Consensus seems to be analystnotes' layout questions good.swash@2006-01-22 23:42:02I agree. I also took
Level I in December and didn't do it. I used the schweser extensively. I want to take it again in une and want to do it right this time. I would really appreciate any suggestions/recommendations anyone can have. ThanksI106402@2006-01-23 13:37:55Hello people, I'm also taking Level I in June. It seems using just one source of material is
not enough. Frankly, what are you thing analystnotes stuff? Something else: If there is someone from Brussels Belgium, I am interested to buy CFA material with her/with it - I can make copies and use it myself, so cheap the option of buying for someone or an easy way to make money for someone who has already bought it! Thanks to let
me knowTerminator@2006-02-12 15:08:01Hi, I plan to sit down for the December 2006 Level I CFA exam. I need recommendations on what would be the best strategy in preparing for the exam in terms of teaching methodology, provider of preparatory courses, time needed, etc. etc.stavgeor@2006-02-20 14:23:18Hello.What about
Schweser to practice some questions for Level II? Has anyone checked it out? Is it good?rugbyjeff@2006-05-02 17:51:29I work with 3 people who used Schweser for all 3 levels and they passed without any problems. The problem can't be Schweser. The problem may be you idiot! TLTan@2006-05-03 04:08:36If you have financial
information, do some review with notes. If you don't have a background, go get a basic degree 1 or read a CFA curiculum book. Time is of paramount importance. Teh Teh notes, just like what they say: notes. BertS@2006-05-04 08:45:37Necoya is true in everything. Schweser doesn't seem too bad if one had an MBA in investment and
was already working as an analyst. I passed L1 without doing any exercise, but didn't have enough time to do the L2 properly. The real problem is the CFA institute and the funny way they impose the exam. Why should a man have so little time for this? Sometimes understanding the questions in L2 took most of my allotted time, leaving
not much time to figure out the answers. These people teach us ethics, but they can't be held responsible for anything, just because we, or our employers are stupid enough to take their exams.leago@2006-08-07 14:20:25i passed. Now I have syrup sippin and switchin bands on 24's.yiota@2006-08-17 06:38:38 So if I use this site.
research from books for more details and make these problems. along with past mock exams. Am I going to be okay? Is this site even worth it? Does it look like Schweser or are the questions more complicated? does anyone know who tried both of them? Tweety@2006-08-19 00:37:37 I used a schwezer notes plus a few unpaid exam
samples from the CFA Institute website - I just passed Level 1. I don't think Schweser is bad at all, but given the cost of considering over $700 I paid for Schweser, AnalystNotes is obviously the best option - I know so many people have passed CFA exams relying on materials from this site alone. Swetha@2006-08-23 06:00:58 I take
Level I in December. I wonder if training with Schweser and analyst notes stuff is a good thing to do. Any thoughts?? Thanks.surob@2006-08-26 22:22:20 I only used Schweser's notes and did not read some books. As a result, I failed. I think the best way to learn is to start with books and then look through the notes as additional material.
ThanksPhiWong@2006-09-19 12:36:02Hello, I passed the level with one try, but not Level II three times. It looks like the passing score should be about 70% to get the passing score. I used Schweser, Passpro, textbook. I also work long hours. I studied very hard and tried the Passpro mock exam. Not the best score of 6 layouts. Only one
fell below 50%. After I mastered a certain area than I forgot. Just so many things on the exam..! Any advice.lasvegas@2006-09-22 13:45:51do don't worry just keep trying and you'll succeed sabby@2006-10-22 12:45:04Hi, I plan to register at level 1 OF THE CFA exam in June 07, and have been quite confused about the selection of
training materials (Analystnotes, Schwerser, Stella and CFA books). I decided to narrow it down to either Analystnotes or CFA books. Would like to get feedback from those who have used CFA tutorials, it is useful or it is things complicated because of its long and detailed? June 07 Level 1 has 6 books that looks quite time consuming to
cover through everything. ugochukwu@2006-10-30 03:28:41well, don I am I cfa for the first time and a little scary, but quite encouraging though. had to pay through the nose and could only pray I pass. I have a bit of a back ground accounting. I really need an online community with which I can learn. thanksleke31@2006-11-16
13:42:01Hello Ugochukwu, you are looking forward to December '06 or June '07?laran@2006-11-27 07:41:15I know a lot of people who pass relying solely on Schwezer, I also know that many people who pass rely solely on AnalystNotes. Stop complaining about note providers and focus on your research. Good luck! Sirius@2006-12-19
05:46:16Hi, they plan to pass the level 1 exams in June 07. Can anyone please advise me on which research notes to choose between cfa and Schweser books? They're both pretty expensive, and I don't want to spend all that money on something that's generalized and suggests that I already know this or that. fahad@2006-12-19
13:49:29On guys, I want to know where to start. I signed up for level 1 last week. I am a chartered accountant working as a corporate financier in London. If there is someone out there who can advise what notes to buy: Schweser, BPP Stream in the UK (Course Provider) or CFA AIMR Notes. I've already got to host analyst notes. Thank
you for your help. GreyArrow@2006-12-20 16:49:17Sirius, I'm also taking the level of the June 1, 2007 CFA book is a must if you want past the CFA. Use Analystnotes for notes and questions and exams. By the way I'm a graduate in finance and even then I'm not using Schweser. All bestSirius@2006-12-21 01:08:51Thanx lot, Don. You
put my mind alone :)DrewZ@2006-12-23 22:20:45Anyone: A quick question, I just ordered Schweser, a book to start studying at my level 1 exam and after reading this I am a little worried about if I have enough to leave. I don't take any classes (they're expensive) so it's going to be all self-exploring. I have basic knowledge about finance
(was my main). But where else should I look for materials that are good. (freewebsite with exams, notes etc. other than this one) I'll take Schweser items because they were almost free (I got a scholarship to pass the exam and get a big discount on the books, so I got them), but any help would be greatly appreciated thx. Musinga@2007-
01-03 07:05:10 I am sitting at level 1 in June 2007 and are still very confused about what educational materials to rely on. I have solid experience in corporate finance and economics. Can I just rely on analystnotes to pass Level 1? Somebody please let me know. kishan@2007-01-08 22:46:23Hello people, it would be very appreciated if
someone here who used a schweser for L2 can give me some comments. Gud luckdejavu@2007-01-10 just downloaded 2006 schweser studynotes for 2007 June exam.am am I on the right track? Failure@2007-01-15 04:21:42Hi, Schweser Notes basically acts as a good resume for those who have very solid financial banking platforms.
I tried to use During my first attempt and I found that w/about understanding the full concept and reading the recommended txt cfa institute, passage is a big obstacle for beginners. Now I read the actual text and understand before I read the research notes and it is more effective. Efforts are still required, and there are no shortcuts to
getting this designation. pupone@2007-01-16 13:10:55On all, I'm first attemp for L1.. I think I'll apply for dec07. I read everything in this forum and I got my solution: analyst notes and my own stuff. I don't think they're working on it. I think that's enough!! The textbooks are too thick and I'm working all day long, hopefully in risk management
departement! .. if somenone experienced can let me know his/her own idea on it can be great!! just hope not to be part of the idiots! ;)sonderfall@2007-01-21 11:39:30 I think Schweser is fine. I worked with AnalystNotes and Schweser. I also had CFA books to look up some things but I hardly ever used them. It's just too much to read. I
passed L1 in Dez 2006 (the exam was difficult). I had to learn a lot to get through even, although I already have very good experience in finance. I also work in risk management;-) and do ALM.happy123@2007-02-03 05:58:51Hi From all of the above post. Summary: A student without a solid financial background, Schweser is not enough,
so the CFA tutorial is better. How about audiobooks? Does anyone try it? motoloco@2007-09-23 04:58:45 I use Schweser, CFA Institute of Books and on this page... The first is to learn and do exercises. second for fast .very fast. reading to check if there are any important things to skip the schweser (at the moment only a few) and do



exercises as well... and this page for practice exams (excellent)... It's a quick track. My brother did the same and passed all 3 levels on the first attempt. to olagbami@2007-09-29 03:40:09I think the schweser has inproved as opposed to what they could have placed for previous exams. Basically, Schweser notes, brief, deals with basic
concepts and straight 2 d points; that you need 2 to prepare for level 1 exams, which is multi-layered paper. Schweser study notes and analystnotes do not differ especially for the study of the meeting 15. no online research provider can guarantee the success of even analystnotes. You d one to determine your success or failure! it's a
matter of choice. kevinf12@2007-09-29 16:44:14Love uses Stall? I currently use Stalla and this site and find that in most cases Stalla issues are easier. krysleah@2008-01-24 13:48:07hey, I write the June 2008 exam. I have schwser notes from 2006.Do you guys think I shouls get new because The curriculum has changed?surob@2008-
01-26 22:40:34Is think Schweser alone is not enough. You should use it as a test pot but would like to analystnotes.com as the main source and schweser as an extra. I hope so. Sense. Good lucktennis09@2008-03-20 07:18:59Schweser questions too easily and nothing like the actual 3 in 1 questions you will face on exam day. It's pitted
that they're sucking now. They had great notes. But then, as they tried to update according to the changes, it seems that they no longer have the quality of the team to do so. they have a lot of bugs in their new notes too. and I wouldn't really hope for their new bank question to reflect the actual test. they are tricky that before u buy it, they
did u check the box, which says they have no guarantee if the site will function. all they guarantee is that if you dun pass, u get endless access. so they can prolly just leave the site there to rot. RichardJide@2008-04-10 11:17:29well, I'm going to pass my first exam this June and I have both curriculum and schwezer notes. From what
reads I think I will pay more attention to the curriculum and what I get from here. Wish me luck to the people!!!!!!!!!! Abbey1@2008-04-30 13:11:20Tham! Mustaqim@2008-05-22 08:38:51In one training course is perfect. You should make your own reading strategy i.e. CFA tutorials - any good research notes combined with extensive
practisesabdi@2008-07-02 00:27:45Y should consider CFA Level 1 Training Providers to increase your training and training through classroom training courses. bob2001@2008-07-29 20:00:42Y just passed with the help of Schweser and the analyst notes the questions. I thought Schweser good.rakeshgade@2008-09-15 10:11:08 I
newbee can list someone's name name to the CFA tutorial. there are a few of these tutorials or just one. thanks to braham@2008-09-23 03:35:41 Can someone tell if the notes from this site are enough to rely on other CFA books? Thanksljamieson@2009-02-10 17:02:10 So you guys don't get CFA books, all 6 with your registration? Why
are you still looking for them? Just read them. Practice here on analystnotes or fork out 100s for Schweser or whatever if it makes you feel better. Study. Pass. You've done it through uni, so you know how to do it, regardless of the method of luxe you. There's not much else to say.y2jfan@2009-04-07 04:52:32 I use Schweser, just wanted
to know it to prepare u adequately for cfa I? because it's impossible to remember the whole curriculum, and the Shaver guys seem to condense not quite well. I don't know how everyone else finds it, so they're just asking. and also how much time do you give urself at the end to review/past documents, etc?? Thank you for your help.
Dakini@2009-05-31 19:29:52Schweser videos are a good way to warm up. They omit a few sections, but that's fine in the lecture. But remember that: the curriculum you get from the CFAI is for EXAM!!! Explore all the guides you want or not at all, but make sure you know most of the material that is covered in the official curriculum.
javed10@2009-12-11 07:42:26hello all I disagree with you this point against the schweser. if you go through the materials provided by the CFA Institute side by side read schweser than it is not rubbish. Pray for me and take care. No more todayandylilybo@2010-01-23 18:03:01Hello, my name is Andy! I come from L.A.! After reading this
forum, I thought your forum was great! I am very similar to your forum and I am very interested in the area of this forum topic. I hope to have also written some topics in this forum, if you have time, welcome to make friends Whit me, I really appreciate that you can share your idea with me. Since the 21st year I am still a student and I am
burying myself in the study of health. This forum is very useful for me. I just bookmarked it! I love life and people, drugs and music! of course we'll have something in common.ifi2500@2018-10-15 10:10:09Hello everything, I haven't come to the conclusion what notes should I learn to get me level 1, can anyone please help me?? Regard...
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